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The first week of March 2020 didn’t seem super unusual, despite the weather around here
feeling more like April than March. But by the second week of the month, the COVID-19 coronavirus had begun to change everything, not just in Massachusetts but in the entire country.
Starting with the NBA cancelling its season after one of the Utah Jazz players tested positive
for the virus, a rapid cascade of cancellations drastically altered life as we know it. For the
running community, it began with the Tokyo Marathon limiting the field to elite athletes only
and discouraging spectators from attending. Soon after, local road race cancellation notifications began arriving at a steady clip, including Boston, the Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day 10K, and
early races in the New England Grand Prix series, among others. The severity level of the big
metaphorical yellow police-tape label intensified almost daily, progressing from Caution to
Warning to Postponed to Cancelled, and finally, by the third week in March, to just simply:
QUARANTINED. The abstract euphemism of “social distancing” got real fast, and showed up
in the titles of just about everyone’s Strava feeds at some point. Planned seasons were lost,
but true characters, inspired adaptations, amusing coping mechanisms, and new strengths
were surely also found. This special issue is all about those past two crazy months.
-Ben Kimball (editor)

From the Editor

Coronavirus Chronicles
In the previous issue of The Sun, I began my regular From
the Editor column with a joke about how there wasn’t going
to be any “bad news” about the coronavirus. I wrote that in
the last week of February, back when it seemed like the Big
Story of 2020 was maybe going to be the Australian wildfires
(the what now?). Well, what a difference a week or two
makes. This time, it would be inappropriate to not focus almost exclusively on the effects that the COVID-19 virus has
had on our community, as it’s inarguably been the predominant factor affecting of all of our lives since early March.
After an initial week of races and regular group runs, the
Big Shutdown started the second week of March. The first to
fall was the Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day 10K and parade, which
made a lot of people very sad. It wasn’t long before a whole
lot of other events came crashing down too, though.
Facing a new normal that included working and schooling
from home, constant handwashing, wearing facemasks and
bandanas in the grocery store, and not going out to eat or
congregate in any way, all in service of social distancing to
prevent the spread of the virus, we adapted to living our lives
almost entirely at home. Our social and personal behaviors
evolved quickly. Side effects included a lot of online yoga,
hobby breadmaking, extra pet love, love handles, garden
tending, and shaggier hair. Perhaps not all that surprisingly,
toilet paper became the gasoline of a Mad Max movie.
By early April, people were starting to get a bit stir-crazy,
flocking to various social media outlets for connection and
amusement. I learned that there’s something I have no interest in called TikTok, that you could do a “headstand challenge” if you wanted, and that FacePalm, Hangout, and Zoom
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meetings are not really my bag. As an introvert, it wasn’t that
hard for me to distance myself; I honestly don’t mind being
alone at all. But for those who crave more direct social interaction, which is to say MOST of you, I think, it was clearly very
hard. Runners missing races and group workouts got creative
and participated in all sorts of virtual events, from mile runs
to all-day 50K -type things. LOTS of people participated. Turns
out we’re pretty good at finding light in the darkness.
Casting a cold shadow over all of it, though, was the virus
and its consequences. Nursing homes and hospitals became
hotspots of horrible news. And by mid-April I began to hear
stories of friends and club members who had likely fallen sick
with it. What was once abstract now cut very close to home.
This pandemic drastically altered all of our lives, and we’ll be
living with the fallout effects for a long time to come.
At the time of this writing, in late April, it ain’t over yet.
Not by a longshot, it seems. Schools in Massachusetts are
closed for the rest of the school year, races and events are
cancelled right through to the fall, and it’s anyone’s guess at
this point whether we beat this thing yet or not. The learning
curve for all this has been steep and it pays to remain open,
flexible, and adaptable to changing dynamics, policies, and
directives. Together we’re all finding balance between our
personal disappointments at plans deferred with collective
sacrifice for what we hope is a greater good. And even when
things do start to revert back to normal, it’s not going to be
like before; there’s life Before Covid and life After Covid.
This issue showcases some of the creative ways we’ve all
been coping so far. Jeanne LaPierre, Aleks Kajstura, Andrew
Shelffo, and John Stifler each share stories from their new
daily routines. Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger and Tom
Davidson report on the virtual race scenes. JoEllen Reino’s
Ginger is back! Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger covers
the 2020 Western Mass Runners Hall of Fame awards. David
Theoharides ran an entire marathon around the block in his
neighborhood! Scott Burch explains how he runs in sandals
and loves it. Francia Wisnewski shares savory travel stories of
running in the Azores. Amy Rusiecki keeps her annual Boston
Marathon Monday tradition alive. There’s also member profiles of superstars Sarah Nelson and Jeffrey Ahlman, brandnew Bryant Johnson cover artwork, a very truncated Shorts
column, and a postcard from a different time by Karin George
about the Olympic Trials in Atlanta back in February.
Take care out there, everyone!
-Ben
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Member Profile

SMAC Member Profile
Name: Sarah Nelson
Age: 43
Town: Florence
Job: I do research on addiction at Cambridge Health Alliance
and Harvard Medical School.
Where are you from originally, and what brought you to this
area? I’m from Seattle originally, but went to college out here
before returning to Oregon for grad school. Doing the academic-couple job shuffle brought me out here permanently.
Runner since: Graduate school – 2000. Though I became a
more regular runner after my kids were born and I needed a
way to get out of the house by myself!
Personal Records? Before I had kids, I ran a couple of marathons (the Columbia Gorge Marathon and the Vermont City
Marathon, both with my husband after asking him if he was
man enough to join me…), both well over 4 hours. I decided

after I had kids that I wanted to try to break the 4-hour mark.
I entered Boston in 2012, running for charity. Unfortunately,
it was 95 degrees in the shade that year and I didn’t come
close (though it was an amazing experience!). I entered and
trained for the first NE Green River Marathon in 2018, hoping
to get just under 4. I ended up with a time of 3:48 (there’s
something to be said for a two-mile downhill start!)
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
Running: Winning the (2018 & 2019) SMAC race series.
Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”: Total lack of
pacing and flying down hills
Favorite distance to race/run: 10K with hills
Favorite place to run: Exploring new trails I’ve never been on.
During the pandemic, this has been key since many of the
more well-known trails are packed. I’ve now fully explored
the Saw Mill Hills and Mineral Hills and can be found wandering around Conway State Forest on Saturdays. (Though I have
a somewhat irrational fear of bears, so I’ll often whistle or
clap while I’m running to keep the imaginary bears away.)
Favorite author/book: Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance has been one of my favorites since high school. I like
most of Krakauer’s books, too.

Favorite running book/film: Born to Run. Haven’t watched
many running movies, but the documentary of the fast guy
on the AT was cool.
Favorite TV Show: I liked Stranger Things a lot since it was set
in exactly the time period I grew up in.
Interests (besides running, of course!): Hiking, baseball/
softball, ultimate frisbee, photography, learning new things
Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): Anything by Rush, the Rocky soundtrack (and Training Montage
from Rocky IV), 3/4s of the songs from Hamilton
Recent memorable moment while running? Just yesterday. I
was exploring some snowmobile trails in Williamsburg. I got
to a place where I thought I could get out to the road, but it
was blocked by a rope tied across the trail. Instead, I continued around on the snowmobile trail, only to find myself back
in the same place again 10 minutes later. After doing this
again and running another full circle (yes, I’m a slow learner),
I finally decided to duck under the rope and take my chances.
As I ran toward the road, I turned the corner to find two ferociously barking dogs and a less ferocious horse running at me.
I went back to the trail and slogged through some muddy
fields and logging areas to finally find my way back to the
road about a mile south of where I meant to come out.

Tiara Sarah runs Boston.
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Secret tips or good advice? Don’t use not being able to get
out for the full distance you want to do as an excuse not to
run. One mile’s better than none, even if you had 5 planned.
[Continued next page]
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[Sarah Nelson member profile, continued from previous page]

Training partners? I tend not to run with anyone, because I
either worry that I’m slowing them down or worry that I’m
running too fast. But SMAC’s doing a good job of breaking me
of that habit. I’ve also been enjoying running with my kids
lately. My 13-year-old is now faster than I am, and my 12year-old is getting close.
Cross training activities? Playing really bad soccer against the
rest of my family, who are all really good at soccer.
Favorite running gear: Drymax Cold Weather Running socks

Article of clothing you own way too many of: Race shirts and
fleece
Best advice you ever got: This too shall pass.
Personal goal for 2020? Break 21:00 on a 5K
Why did you join SMAC? I found myself at a couple SMAC
races one year and learned about the race series. I love doing
competitions like that, so I ended up joining for that. But I’ve
really enjoyed getting to know everyone and even beginning
to feel comfortable running in groups! (Though maybe not at
the moment…)

Favorite local running route? From North Farms Rd up to the
reservoir, down to Linseed and Coles Meadow roads, and
then back through Fitzgerald Lake to North Farms.

Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Summer, because I’m less affected by the heat than
other folks and tend to freeze in the winter. I like early mornings when no one else is out.
Greatest adventure: When we got out of college, my freshman college roommate and I hiked the entire Lewitt Trail on
Mt. St. Helens. It was really cool to see all of the different
ecosystems growing up on each side of the mountain (our
trip was about 20 years after the eruption). I was scared of
bears then, too, but we didn’t see any. Lots of elk, though!
Secret ambition: Thru-hike the AT when I retire
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? I’ve run
Seven Sisters three times, but never really been in top shape
for it. I’d like to run it competitively, trying to place in my age
group.
What was the last running event you participated in? The
Hot Chocolate Run for Safe Passage
What is your favorite race? Seven Sisters – I like the camaraderie on the trail
Favorite non-running activity: Hiking up small mountains
Last movie you watched (and what you thought): Onward,
with my kids – we liked it.
What does your daily workout consist of? Squeezing in a run
whenever I can. Usually during one of my kids’ soccer practices or before their games.
Ever been injured? The only injuries I’ve gotten in the past
decade are tied to playing casual co-ed softball. Two hand
surgeries and a broken nose! I guess I oughta stick to running.
What is your diet like? Not great. I’m lucky I run so much!
(Before the pandemic) I drove to Boston twice a week for
work, so lots of junk food and donuts. But my husband’s also
an excellent cook, so he makes sure I get some vegetables
and balanced meals!
Favorite food: My family has pizza night every Friday and my
husband makes pizza from scratch – that’s pretty good. I also
like Mexican and Indian food a lot.
Favorite recovery drink: A fruity beer or citrus-y IPA
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A good time for flight.

If you could run with anyone, who would be the person?
Where would you run? I’d like to talk my husband into training for another marathon with me and then run something
like Avenue of the Giants or Big Sur.
What else should the club know about you? When I ran the
Boston Marathon for charity, I found the fundraising harder
than the training. To make sure I reached my fundraising
goal, I promised that the highest donor could dress me on
marathon day. A college friend who knew me a little too well
donated the most and had me wear a tutu and tiara on race
day. I managed to keep both on for the entire race.
*****
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SMAC Member Profile
Article of clothing you own way too many of: “Dead” shoes

Name: Jeffrey Ahlman

Personal goal/wish for 2020? (or “this season”): For races
and community gatherings to resume?

Age: 37
Town: Northampton

*****
Job: Teach African history at Smith College
Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what
brought you to this area? Hastings, Nebraska. I came to the
area in 2012 from Baltimore to work at Smith.

If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.

Runner since: 2018; I ran in junior and senior
high, but then “retired” for a couple decades.
Joined SMAC in 2019.
Personal Records?
5K 17:57 (2019); 10K 37:46 (2019); half marathon 1:27:45 (2019); marathon 3:02:09 (2019)
What is your favorite distance to race/run?
I think my favorite distance is the half marathon. It is a challenge of both speed and endurance. It also doesn’t take over your life like
a marathon can.
Favorite place to run: I like the hills just west
of Northampton on the way to Westhampton.
Favorite running book? All of Adharanand
Finn’s books are great reads.
Recent memorable moment while running?
Last year, I ran the Cutchins’ Superhero Run 5K
race with my 7-year-old daughter. It was her
first 5K. She designed and sewed the costumes
(super puppies), and she won the prize for
best mask.

Cross training activities? I bought a bike last
summer. However, it mostly just looks good
leaning up against my wall.
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? To go under 3 hours in the marathon,
and under 1:25 in the half.
What does your daily workout consist of?
When healthy, it’s usually an 8-10 mile run.
Favorite recovery drink: Gatorade
Jeffrey & his daughter at the Cutchins’ Superhero 5K. (Photo courtesy J. Ahlman)
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Cut Shorts
by Ben Kimball
2020 started out not all that different from most years.
We had epic natural disasters, polarizing political stuff, some
new social media apps to make us feel old, and, you know…
snow. Because winter. We also had various social events, as
usual. But by the second week of March, the rapid spread of
the COVID-19 coronavirus began to change everything.
In Massachusetts, road race cancellations and postponement notices began arriving at a steady clip, including Boston,
the Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day 10K, and early races in the 2020
New England Grand Prix series, among others. A smattering
of events still went on as scheduled, but after a few final races in early March, it all came crashing down. As a result, this
issue’s Shorts column gets super-short shrift, so to speak. We
considered calling it Short Shorts, but we’d already done that.
Super Shorts? No, not super enough. How about, uh… Briefs?

Soper (28:31), Sydney Henthorn (29:31), Ted Ridout (34:08),
Lorraine Lapointe (37:39), and the indomitable Don Grant
(who appears to be recovering well!). 2020 Results.
New Bedford Half Marathon (3/15/20) (CANCELLED)
Fast Friends Road Race in Swanzey, NH (3/30/2019): 4.5-mile
race to benefit a greyhound rescue shelter. Tentatively rescheduled to Saturday, June 13 (see website).
Frank Nealon Boston Tune-Up 15K in Upton (3/30/2019):
(POSTPONED indefinitely) website.
Black Birch Vineyard 10-Miler in North Hatfield (POSTPONED
to 9/13/2020). Facebook event page.
Fort Hill Brewery Half Marathon and 5K in Easthampton
(POSTPONED to 9/27/2020). Facebook event page.

Stu’s 30K in Clinton (3/1/2020): Ericka Emerson (see member
profile last issue) took 91st overall in 2:36:04. Results.

Ron Hebert Road Race in Florence (4/6/2020): (CANCELLED)

WAMDA 5K at Look Park in Northampton (3/7/2020): Windy!
And with a strong field of fast racers at the front of the pack,
led by Mark Rabasco who won in 17:09, and Cathleen Balantic who took the top female spot in 19:36. SMAC’s Ed Appel
was the first male club member to finish, in 24th place at
21:31, and Erin Cassidy was the first female club runner,
coming in 29th place at 22:31. Other SMAC runners included
Ben Kimball (21:59), Aleks Kajstura (24:19), Peter Kennedy
(24:21), James Farrick (24:24), Allison Weeden (27:21), Skip

Boston Marathon (POSTPONED until September 14)

Mt. Toby Ultras in Sunderland (4/11/2020): (CANCELLED)

Franklin County Spring 5K in Turners Falls (4/25/2019): (held
as a Virtual event) Facebook.
Williamsburg Police & Fire 5K (4/26/2020): POSTPONED until
September 14: Facebook.
The Daffodil Run in Amherst, MA (4/25/2020): (CANCELLED;
held as a “virtual” fundraiser race instead) website.

*****
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The Running Life

These Days
by Jeannie LaPierre
In the beginning of this whole mess—‘cause that’s what
I’m calling it—my running felt flat but free. As I ran closer, an
older woman walking with a cane threw up her hand, hollering a big “Hello!” Her head was bundled in a wooly wrap, and
I could tell she really, really, wanted to talk to me. I returned
her greeting from across the road, but I didn’t want to stop
and talk. No, I needed to get through this less than intense
workout. I gave in. “How are you?” she asked. “The birds are
singing, the sky is blue, the sun is warm.” That’s what I said.
“Oh, yes! I’m Doris,” she replied shaking her head as she
mentioned a family member who lives in Italy. Doris had broken a femur (thus the cane) but wanted fresh air, which I
agreed was the best balm. She called me sweetie more than
once. “Do you live on the street?” she asked. If it had been
someone else in another time, this information would not be
offered but I told her my general locality and that I was
avoiding the bike path due to crowding. “Oh, see that van? I
live there.” She turned and pointed two houses beyond me. I
confirmed it by asking, “Where that van is parked?” If ever
anything happens, she said, that’s where she lives. I don’t run
with my cell very often or own a GPS watch. “That’s helpful
because I’ve had situations, and thanks.” I took note of the
mailbox number. Nice lady. It was exactly what I needed and
what I needed to do. I continued on with my run, considering
how I am unable to connect with my elderly parents in Turners Falls other than with phone calls. My Mom is a hugger.
No hugs. I wonder about Doris.
My calendar is a mess; no doubt yours is as well. All
events including vet, dentist, and spring races have lines
through them, the races postponed, cancelled, or morphing
into virtual events. A virtual event is a thing I can’t and most
likely would not do anyway. Without gadgets or Strava or
curious apps that seem to have your best interests in mind
but, really, do they really? This year, after a contentious internal dialogue that gave me a headache, I’d shored up my
false confidence to participate in the USATF Master’s 10K
championship at the James Joyce Ramble. Admittedly, it
scared me but you can’t pass a test you don’t take. To paraphrase the song, Whistle A Happy Tune, “when you’re afraid,
pretend you’re brave, and soon enough you deceive yourself.” I don’t whistle well, but I was going to give it a try.
While I continue to run and train, it is with less enthusiasm or purpose, which is so necessary for a hard effort. Last
week, feeling rather fatigued because of nightmares and unsettled sleep, I arrived at the track intending to do 800-yard
intervals. Intention is a good but abstract kind of thing involv-
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ing determination, again, abstract, and purpose driven, yet
again, abstract. You can have it but it so easily melts away if
the conditions are right. Three ladies walked in the outer
lane, and we exchanged greetings. As I pushed against a wall
of wind on the backside of the first 400 yards, I wanted to
stop. But, what would three ladies walking think if I ran only
one interval? Would they snicker or call me a wimp? Realistically I knew they cared less but I needed to deceive myself
into believing that they would be proved wrong. If the situation had been otherwise, I’d be training for the Sugarloaf 15K
in Maine, a solid (and real) motivation for the workout and so
I assigned that role to the three walking ladies to fill the void.
They received shiny, gold stars. I managed 4 x 400 yards, half
of what I’d planned but more than if I’d quit. Such trickery.
On Jeanne’s Scale of Perceived Exertion, I rated this workout
an “oh, pooh,” which falls between “piece of cake” and
“cowabunga, I am awesome!”
Ross Gay, author of The Book of Delights, recently inspired me to begin a list. The 8-minute interview is featured
on a podcast of This American Life entitled “The Show of Delights” (January 31, 2020). The second story had me laughing
at the unabashed enthusiasm of a five-year-old in anticipation
of his first school-bus ride. Laughing while running is a necessary workout. His squeals of joy are heartwarming.
Every morning, Sherman, my furry feline friend, sits in
front of the door to the laundry room. I am barely awake and
he is passive aggressive. I place him on the dryer, his grooming station. He directs my brushing towards his face by turning his head from side to side. He is fully engaged even
though the finches are pecking at the sunflower seeds in the
feeder on the other side the window. Scientists once studied
the grooming behavior of a certain type of fish. Most of the
fish in the school sought out grooming once or twice a day.
But there was one particularly greedy, needy fish—or as the
scientists speculated, obsessed—who returned repeatedly.
Since I am sheltered at home, Shermie has many opportunities to solicit me. He’s usually successful. Just as I preferred
not to converse with Doris but felt uplifted post interaction
with her, this is our daily ritual. It is both a comfort and a delight. His snoring is also endearing because unlike people, it is
not as loud nor aggravating nor grating, nor… Sorry, I’m losing
the delight. Sorry.
I made six facemasks. I work on another in my quilt series
entitled “Happy.” I do strength training when I have the energy. I run five days a week. I try to avoid unhealthy habits but
[Continued next page]
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an insidious few have crept back. Needing distraction, I watch
my YouTube music mix. That’s when I nab Shermie and dance
around the room, his coon-cat tail swishing and my body
wrapped in the musical moment, just because it feels good:
“Live from Daryl’s House” featuring CeeLo Green singing “I
Can’t Go for That,” a song apropos of nothing but with a big
bass playing on the one. The first few riffs are hypnotic. I slip
away into my alternative universe where all is happy and
healthy.
Find your delights. Dance. Appreciate your pets. Talk to
strangers, from afar. See you on the other side.

*****
Jeannie is a SMAC member from North Granby, CT.

My Pool is a Bicycle, and Now I Have to Run — (April 6, 2020)
by Aleks Kajstura
Even training for a 50K (Vegan Power), my plan had me
running 2–3 times a week. Since I’m ostensibly a triathlete,
the rest of my days were filled with swimming (splashing
about in the water), cycling (rolling along farmlands and
zooming down hills), hockey (razor-blade feet and long
sticks), and strength training (just take my word for it, it’s
fun). Running… is just not my favorite thing.
But now there’s a damned pandemic.
As the pools and gym are closed, my pool sessions have
been replaced by more cycling and now I do my strength
training at home. But there’s just no getting around the fact
that there is more time in my schedule for running. And so
running is a thing I have to do now, ugh.
Fine, I guess I’ll run.
To be perfectly honest, I’ve been enjoying the extra time
on the trails, but I’m worried that the enjoyment is waning.
One of the things I like best about trail running is that the
terrain tends to occupy my brain. But now, taking additional
time on the trails — coupled with limiting my travel — means
that I’ve started to memorize many of the local routes, and
my thoughts are freed up a bit more with each pass I take on
them. It generates all this extra time for my brain to go wan-
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dering about. And this is not a great time to be contemplating the human condition.
Hey, did you know local hockey rinks are being considered as emergency body storage? Yeah, that’s a great
thought to come across as I navigate the last ice patches of
the season. And as that ice melts it serves as reminder that
it’ll soon be “people and mosquito season” -- “spring” as
some call it. As some people seem to take the woods as an
excuse to lapse on social distancing, I’m looking forward to
crowded trails even less than usual this year.

As some folks in our club turn to running streaks as a
source of comfort these days, I wish I felt the same sense of
opportunity in the lockdown. But instead I miss my hockey
team, the pool, and heck, I even miss the weight room. Maybe by the time this is all over though I’ll find the same sort of
enjoyment in running again.
For now, I contemplate training my dog to join me on my
Wednesday agility ladder drills. That is totally normal. Everything is fine.
*****
Aleks is a SMAC member from Sunderland.
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13 Ways of Looking at Running in the Time of Coronavirus — (April 12, 2020)
by John Stifler
1. The math is unsettling. There’s more time to run, and
more people are running (or hiking, or bicycling). Meanwhile, restrictions on where we can run are increasing.
Parks and school grounds are off limits. The trails where
we run the Tuesday cross-country races are now closed,
even. To complicate things further, that recent DutchBelgian study claims that when we’re running, we need
to keep farther apart than we were keeping ourselves at
first. Put these elements together, and there’ll be too
many runners in too little space.
2. Or maybe not. Barry Auskern’s mention (in an email to
the SMAC group) of the trails in Satan’s Kingdom, Massachusetts, induced three of us to explore that piece of
New England recently. Truly amazing. In an hour and 40
minutes we saw a total of zero other human beings,
while we walked on a few of the many trails there. I’m
not worried about telling too many people about the
place. This trail runner’s paradise is a long drive from Amherst or Northampton or even Greenfield. Why it’s called
Satan’s Kingdom is another question.
3. I’m running more, which is good, except that running
every day is hard on my well-traveled knees. Normally, in
order to give the knees some recovery time, I spend a
couple of days each week on an exercise bike instead of
running. However, the exercise bikes I use are in a couple
of gyms to which I normally have access, except not now.
4. My knees might be taking less of a beating if I actually
had the new orthotics that I’ve been waiting to get for
several months. Thing is, the orthotics are being
prepared by a podiatrist at my healthcare center,
which, of course, is postponing appointments that
are not a matter of immediate essential care. Makes
sense. Just another First World type of problem.

5. Running along roads seems increasingly inevitable.
The roads haven’t been closed yet, and there’s less
motorized traffic to contend with than usual. The
more runners are out on public roads, the more
opportunity non-runners have to consider that maybe they’ll take up running too. Even more important
to some of us, perhaps drivers in general are more
aware that watching out for runners should be a
standard part of driving. The Northampton Department of Public Works did a superb job of repaving
much of Burt’s Pit Road and Spring Street in Florence, and probably some other roads. I hope the
same for those who run in Hatfield, South Hadley,
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Pelham…. Running on relatively fresh asphalt, which is
slightly elastic and smooth, feels comfortable to me, anyway, and I’m less likely to trip and fall. And for cyclists it’s
even better. No potholes.
6. Cycling is increasingly enticing anyway. I’m just slightly
concerned, and I imagine everyone else is thinking the
same thing, about the possibility that the area’s bike
paths will get too crowded. But see #5 above; some kind
of collective consciousness-raising, an increased awareness of where people are around us, has many benefits.
And the more you ride, the better shape you get in, the
farther out you can go on some really beautiful and not
heavily used roads. Westhampton is loaded with them.
So is Conway. And those very popular-among-cyclists
miles of ultra-flat River Road in Hatfield and Whately never have much traffic.
7. What do you hear from your friends who live in cities?
My friend in Jamaica Plain usually rides his bike every day
for exercise, but, as he remarked on the phone last week,
he’s hesitant to pedal through the neighborhood now,
knowing that many people there are stuck inside their
houses and apartment buildings. He and his wife drive to
Jamaica Pond and then walk around the pond a few
times. He says the city has posted signs there, advising
everyone to walk in the same direction, so that people
are not constantly approaching each other face to face
and walking through whatever vapor lingers in the air
behind them.
[Continued next page]

No weekly 5K races in Northampton this April. (photo by John Stifler)
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8. The subject of canceling or postponing races is larger
than I’ll pretend to be able to summarize. The Boston
Marathon will happen in September, unless the COVID19 continues to be a comprehensive public health
threat all summer. As of this writing, the 60th running
of the Northeast Delta Dental Mount Washington Road
Race is still on for June 20, but the Mt. Washington Auto Road company and DMSE—the race management
organization of Dave McGillivray, who directs Boston
and a slew of other races—have scheduled Saturday,
August 22, as an alternate date*. They’ve set a May 20
deadline for making the decision. As the race’s Facebook site indicates, “If the race is postponed, registered
runners will have the options of either running the race

as rescheduled, transferring their registration to another
runner, or withdrawing from the race, receiving a refund if
another runner registers from the waitlist.” I bet they’ll
postpone it. (*New England baseball fans should know August 22 is Carl Yastrzemski’s birthday.)
9. With no live sports events to watch, I’ve resorted to archived stuff on YouTube. Somewhere in the basement I also
have a video of Billy Mills winning the 10,000 meters at the
1964 Tokyo Olympics, one of the greatest finishes in the
history of distance running. Speaking of baseball, for variety
I’ve finally watched the last three innings of Game 7 of the
1960 World Series – the first one (and there’ve been only a
couple since then) to end with a walk-off home run. At the
time we listened to a radio broadcast of most of the game –
World Series games were played in the daytime back then –
between classes and during lunch hour at school, but math
class pre-empted our chance to hear the last three innings.
When class started, the Yankees were leading. When it ended, the Pirates had won.
10. I think a lot about the many people who have lost their jobs
as a result of the current restrictions. I hope having more
time to exercise helps, but I’m well aware of the anxiety
that the economics of the pandemic create.
11. Friends of mine have special-needs adult children. One of
those children is in a residence where he has been confused
about why his parents don’t come to visit him now. Another
is living back home. Staying home feels like more work than
it used to be.
12. One gray, windy, damp day in early April, I drove to the center of Leeds, parked, and spent 45 minutes running up and
down trails in the woods near the reservoir. The solitude
was almost complete: just two people walking along one
street, one other runner on a trail in the woods. We saw
each other from at least 20 yards’ distance. I imagine that
most of you have found yourselves doing the same thing: I
moved as far to my right as I could, getting at least ten feet
away from the trail; she ran past, and then I continued. At
the top of the hill is a small clearing on the edge of a small
cliff, affording a view of the forested hills stretching toward
Westhampton and, to the north, Williamsburg. The bare
maples and oaks, the several layers of clouds above them,
and a few evergreens to add a remote sense of actual color
to the picture, were simultaneously somber and beautiful –
adjectives that describe a lot of life these days.
13. I so much hope that everyone reading this is staying
healthy.
*****

Note the bureaucratic passive.
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John is a SMAC member from Florence.
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Bearing Witness
A Tale of Three Western Mass Running Buddies at the Olympic Marathon Trials in Atlanta
by Karin George (4/19/2020)
After weeks of socially-isolated running, thinking back on
an amazing running-themed weekend in Atlanta, GA with
Leslie Charles and Sue Scott provides more sustenance than I
could have imagined.
The three of us shared lots of miles together last summer
and fall, often sharing tales of our favorite running idols. And
with the Olympics on the horizon we regularly discussed who
we wanted to make the Olympic marathon team. Rather than
just imagining what it would be like to watch that race unfold, we decided an adventure was in order and we booked
our flight to Atlanta on February 28.
Hilarity ensued before we even got to Bradley Airport,
and all our travel snacks were pretty much consumed before
we touched down in Atlanta. Not wanting to let the Trials
qualifiers have all the fun, we also entered the Publix HalfMarathon on March 1 with some Trials-course overlap. Our
luggage was full of red, white, and blue gear including three
resilience beanies crocheted by Aliphine Tuliamuk. Purchased
in an eleventh-hour moment of prescience, the hats would
feature prominently during our adventure weekend.

Resilience beanies.
Our first evening in Atlanta was spent plotting out the
perfect Trials spectating spots and making sure we’d have
time to get to the race expo (and of course obsessing over
whether we had the right gear along).
Saturday, February 29 dawned clear and bright, and absent of Atlanta’s typical humidity – just perfect. In fact, every
part of that day was perfect. We got into our cheering garb
complete with our resilience beanies and headed off to Centennial Olympic Park. Leslie’s driving steered us to a perfect

parking spot and so close to
the official Clean Sport / Kara
Goucher shake-out run that
we wanted to try. Not only
did we trot along with Kara
and hundreds of her fans, we
had some time for close-ups.
In Leslie’s case, REALLY closeup (see pic next page)!
Our next stop was the
expo, to fetch our race bibs
for the next day and to soak
in the marathon-dedicated
atmosphere. We even encountered a larger-than-life
version of our idol, Aliphine.
After all the expo time,
we headed out to find the
perfect perch to watch the Trials. The course was perhaps a
drag for the competitors, with its repeat out and back sections, but it was fabulous for spectators. Much like when the
Trials were held in Boston, we could see both the men and
women multiple times. We cheered, screamed, rang our cow
bells, and probably grinned non-stop the entire time.
We were inspired, amazed, sad for our favorites who
struggled, and tremendously thrilled when Aliphine took the
lead and held it. After the women passed us for the last time
and headed to Centennial Olympic Park for the closing miles,
we gave up our perch at mile 18
and did our best sprint imitation
to catch a glimpse of the finish…
Aliphine, followed by Molly
Seidel and then Sally Kipyego to
complete the US Marathon
team for women. Thrilling!
Impossible to capture all of our
emotions in this article, suffice it
to say that we were buzzing for
the rest of that day. And the
next day was pretty terrific too
as we ran the half-marathon as a training run around Atlanta
and past important historic sites. Starting and finishing where
[Continued next page]
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the Olympians had trodden the day before was pretty sweet.
A success through and through and with even more appreciation for the running talent we witnessed the day before, we
headed back to Western Mass on Sunday evening, March 1.

Photo credit: Leslie Charles.
COVID-19 was starting to rear its invasive head in the U.S.
and yet seemed so far away then. Turns out this was the last
airplane trip I took and that half-marathon may well be the
last race I’ll run in 2020.
So here I sit in April after anther solo run and still feeding
off the excitement of that weekend. The adventure was well
worth it, and the commitment to getting back out there to
run and race with friends once it’s safe again has never been
stronger.

Close up with Kara.
Note: I am particularly grateful that we were there in person
to witness the Olympic Trials. I watched the race coverage on
NBC when I was back home and was deeply disappointed, if
not angry, about the abysmal and incompetent coverage. The
women barely get their time in the spotlight and Aliphine
barely gets a mention by the commentators even though she
was leading and held that to WIN.
Leslie, Sue, and I decided to retweet and repost everything
we could about all three top finishers, and it paid off with
some Aliphine tweets in return. An exuberant and fabulously
talented runner, neither her skin color nor her sex nor her
birthplace should ever be reasons for her to be dismissed. She
is a deeply proud American who won a tough race on a perfect day in Atlanta, and she deserves the spotlight.
*****
Karin is a SMAC member from Northampton.

Karin, Sue, and Leslie at the races in Atlanta.
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Corona Marathon Report — (April 20, 2020)
by David Theoharides
What do you do when the Boston Marathon is canceled
due to COVID-19? You run your own marathon! I reasoned
that even though I had stopped training for this year’s Boston
about a month ago, I should be in good enough shape to run
a slow marathon. I decided to run consecutive 3/4-mile loops
around our neighborhood in Whately... 35 laps equals exactly
26.22 miles! The virtual gun went off at 10:17 this morning
and I crossed the chalk line on the road by our driveway. My
plan was to run 9:05-minute laps with the goal of finishing
the 26.2 miles in 4 hours. That’s about a minute slower than
what I would have tried to run in Boston, but I felt it was a
good pace given my lack of training. My big worry was could I
be mentally tough enough to run 35 laps.

David shares a lap with his neighbors (photo by Jane Theoharides)

Luckily, every 6 1/2 minutes as I completed a lap, my wife
Jane would come out to the road and ring a cowbell and
cheer me on. The laps clicked off slowly, one at a time. Even
some of the neighbors started cheering me on once they realized what I was doing. At mile 12 (which was 16 laps in for
me), my neighbor and SMAC runner Sarah Kells and her
daughters Maddie and Nora joined me for one lap. Her timing was perfect, as I was starting to fade. They had also put a
big banner on their driveway and wrote chalk inspirations on
the road to cheer me on! I was so grateful for that. Sarah’s
husband Kevin Kells then joined me and ran a couple of laps
from miles 17 to 19. His company was just what I needed as I
felt my pace slowing down.
In addition to cheering me on and ringing a cowbell every
lap, Jane had set up an aid station and gave me water and
eGels (GU’s) at mile 6, 12, and 18. Things started getting
“dark” or challenging for me around mile 21. The proverbial
wall was raising its head and trying to take me out! At that
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point I had run 30 laps (or 21 miles) and only needed 5 more
laps to finish. I kept telling myself, “I can do this!”
Honestly, my lack of training during the past month was
catching up to me. The last several laps were tough and my
pace slowed significantly. I wasn’t giving up, but I was really
starting to struggle. My daughter Caroline and my two grandchildren showed up just as I was beginning to waiver. My
grandson Theo had a cowbell and would cheer me on each
lap along with his mom and brother Henry. It was just what I
needed. I looked forward to seeing them every 3/4 of a mile.
Miles 24 to 26 were tough. I was determined to finish but
my body was rebelling. My heart rate was up to 170 and my
legs were feeling pretty heavy. Just when I needed help Kevin
joined me again and ran the last three laps with me. He kept
telling me, “You got this!”
I was determined to finish this crazy self-imposed marathon. The last lap was my slowest, even with trying to really
push it. Along with Kevin, I rounded the last corner. With just
100 yards to go, I managed to pick up the pace to the finish
line. 26.22 miles in 4:00:08. Not too bad for an old guy, and
it’s an unofficial BQ (Boston Qualifying Time) with 4 minutes
to spare! Good to know the old legs still could do it. Jane had
a space blanket for me at the finish line, and bestowed me
with an official homemade COVID-19 Marathon finisher’s medal.
She also had beers,
snacks, and water ready
to go. We all had a small
(socially-distant) party at
the finish line with Sarah
and Kevin and their three
girls, along with Caroline
and her husband Josh
and the boys. There’s
nothing as great as a nice
cold beer (or two) after
running all morning!
I am indebted to my
dear wife Jane for her
support in this crazy endeavor. She understood
my need to run today
and supported me com[Continued next page]
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pletely. Of course, seeing my daughter and grandchildren, and also hearing their cheers, carried me
the last several miles. And special thanks to Kevin
and Sarah Kells and their daughters for their
cheers and for running multiple laps with me.
So now I take a break. Jane and I are going to
do a lot of biking this summer. The Boston Marathon has been rescheduled and postponed until
mid-September. (Fingers crossed. I will start training in June. That will be my 10th Boston Marathon
and my 20th marathon.) It’s been said that it’s not
that you give up running when you get older, but
rather you get older when you give up running!
Neighborly support
at the Kells household

*****
David is a SMAC Board member from Whately.

Coming Back After a Bad Cold
by Ben Kimball
Count yourself lucky if you’ve never experienced running
through a bad winter cold. Many people plow on through the
awful, keeping their streaks alive and/or satisfying their OCD
tendencies with at least some daily mileage for their training
log. Others, like me, need to set the sneakers aside for a bit
and just give in to what the body screams for, which is lots of
rest, followed by even more rest. As trying as the actual sick
time is, though, the follow-up can often be even harder.
Now well past my mid-40s, I find my ability to spring back
from sickness greatly reduced from when I was younger. It’s
often as if I’ve become a new runner again and need to start
from scratch. Frustrating? You better believe it.
It’s different for each person, but at least for me I know
that it’s imperative that I let go of preconceived notions and
plans I had for the coming months. I didn’t just lose a week of
running; the physical setback ends up being more like two or
three weeks, and lung capacity is reduced for about a month.
If I had a race in mind for anytime within a few weeks of the
cold, I need to accept that it’s not going to happen, or at least
not as anything more than a training run. I may not have lost
too much leg strength or overall endurance, but the VO2-max
aerobic capacity simply won’t be there. And it’s not just my
judgmental GPS watch saying so; I can feel it on hills and any-
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time I try to come close to race pace. The reality is clear: I’m
going to be slower for a little while.
When the lungs are affected, as with bronchitis, the lagtime for recovery is considerably longer. That darn lingering
cough just won’t go away! The doctor tells you that a dry
cough can persist for weeks after you’ve gotten better, and
you tell yourself, “oh there’s no way that will happen to me.”
You will of course be wrong. There you are, striding along
hoping for a nice pace run, and on comes a completely gross
and obnoxious coughing fit, right when you’re passing a fellow runner going the other way. “No, I’m healthy, really!”
My advice to anyone going through this now: chill out,
rest up, and trudge on. It sucks, but you WILL get better.
*****
Ben is a SMAC Board member from Greenfield
and the editor of The Sugarloaf Sun.

NOTE: This mini-article was originally intended to just reflect
on a return to training after a bad winter sickness, but clearly
it’s taken on a new vibe since it was written.
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What the Dog Taught Me
by Andrew Shelffo
I knew when shelter-in-place or whatever we’re calling
this new way of life began that living so closely with other
people would lead to some uncomfortable moments, even if
everybody loves each other. Familiarity does indeed breed
contempt.
That damn dog was SO annoying. I knew that he spent
most of the day sleeping, because he’s a dog, but I discovered just how many different spots throughout the house he
slept in. It seemed like he was always on the move. Because
when I say around the house, I mean around the small apartment where we live: Dodger, me, and Dodger’s mom, who’s
also my fiancée. When Dodger wasn’t sleeping, he’d be surveying the neighborhood from one of our windows. Oh, and
he barks. A lot.
I recently returned from a short run on a beautiful spring
day. This was the first day I could smell spring, that rich loam
smell of promise and growth. It was a Monday, which normally is my “off” day, but I couldn’t let the gorgeous day pass
by without going on a run. I know that around here, Winter
and Spring have a few more skirmishes to fight. Plus, nothing
is normal these days.

Whenever Dodger barks, I go to the window to see
what’s provoked it. Usually, squirrels are the culprit. I thank
him for warning and protecting us, in the hopes that will
satisfy him and he’ll go back to sleep.
I miss the races. I miss lining up next to like-minded
friends and fellow competitors, waiting for the “go” signal.
Certainly training runs—let’s face it, they’re all training runs
these days—bring their own sense of accomplishment, but

Oops, We Flattened This Curve!

SMAC started out 2020 with membership numbers well above
the same time in 2019, but then it levelled off in March and
we’re currently a good bit behind now. You can join or renew at
RunReg: https://www.runreg.com/smacmembership0
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there’s nothing like crossing the finish line and then waiting
for the official results as you hydrate, tell war stories, and
cheer on those still racing. And then going home and relaxing,
because you’ve earned it. Now, the only thing we can do is
the home part, where the relaxing part is sometimes hard to
achieve.
But what is it about the squirrels, exactly? I still can’t tell
why Dodger’s barking. Is he warning them to stay away? Is he
warning us? Is he screaming at them, let’s play?

I see a lot more runners outside these days. They make
me jealous, even if I have already run, because they’re out
there running and I’m not. If I don’t recognize them, I then
get mad that these newbies are out crowding the roads,
trails, and sidewalks. For a few days, I told anyone who’d listen that we needed a rule similar to what the supermarkets
were doing and only allow those who’ve been outside running for months and years access to the best routes during
certain parts of the day. Man, I thought, it’s like the gym on
January 2nd out there.
Sometimes I make it to the window before Dodger does. I
have the advantage of height and not being able to sleep for
20 hours per day, though I’ve tried. When I see a runner, I
want to shout out the window, “hey, wait for me!”
The other day, I was looking out the window with Dodger
and saw a man chugging up the gentle incline of the street we
live on. I’d seen him running once or twice before, and I
guessed, based on his running shoes and cargo shorts, that he
was a new runner. I found myself silently urging him to make
it to the top, and I sent him all the positive vibes I could.
Dodger barked his support.
Now I share the watch with Dodger. I’ve become a second dog barking out the window.

Running now requires more lateral movement to keep
proper social distancing and much, much less expectorating.
And also more tolerance of the newbies. We’ve all been there
before, and none of us has ever been here before. These are
the people who will be lining up next to us at a race soon.
They’re the ones who’ll be clapping for us as we finish, or us
for them. Let’s welcome them with open arms, the same way
that Dodger welcomes the squirrels to the yard.
*****
Andrew is a SMAC member from Easthampton.
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My Experience Running in Sandals
by Scott Burch

My first run in sandals occurred on September 11, 2018.
For a route, I chose a trail that I’ve run many times in Holland
Glen Conservation Area that includes some steep climbs, descents, and smooth rock faces. I selected this route and ran it
after rain, too, because I wanted to understand how my body
would respond and how well the sandals would cope with
slippery rock and other types of surfaces (including running
downhill a mile on Gulf Road). The first run went well but was
only one run and wasn’t enough to give me a sense of longerterm benefits or issues.
I’ve learned a great deal since that day and am sharing
my experience because I think it will be helpful if you’ve ever
considered running in sandals but didn’t know how to get
started or what issues you might encounter.

The first thing you may be wondering is
why I even considered this in the first
place? In April of 2018 I started to get pain
in the ball of my right foot. I continued to
run, but the pain became excruciating and
was isolated to a specific area. Through my
own research I learned that I had metatarsalgia. I struggled with this for months and
found that certain running shoes irritated
my foot more than others. In desperation, I
decided to try sandals and found that when
I ran in them my feet felt much better and
less irritated. This was by far the most challenging running injury I’ve had and since
the sandals allowed me to enjoy some of
my runs during that time, I have kept them as part of my regular routine. Currently the longest run I’ve done in sandals
was 18 miles (Sections 13 and 14 of the New England Trail).
Sandal Technology:
Sandals these days come in a wide variety of materials
and thicknesses. On rocky trails you will likely want a sandal
that has at least 10–12 mm of thickness. If you are running on
wet terrain with rock, you should have an outsole that uses
something like a Vibram Megagrip compound. Some sandals
have toe posts and others do not. Generally, sandals are zero
drop and have flat footbeds, but there are some that have
contoured footbeds with some arch support. Costs can be as
little as $40 for the most minimal sandals, but the models
that you would most likely prefer for trail running tend to retail for between $100–120. This may seem expensive, but, at
least from the two primary companies that I have used, the
sandals are made in the USA, can in some cases be re-soled,
and have excellent construction.
[Continued next page]
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Benefits of Sandals:
• Since many sandals are very flexible and allow a broad

range of motion, they contribute to strengthening the
muscles of your feet.
• You can run through water or rain and not worry about

having your feet soaked for an extended period.
• In hot weather, you can’t get any better airflow!

Issues I’ve Had:
• Straps of various brands/models rubbing
• Blisters on toes, etc., either caused by strap adjustments,

sandal surface texture, or just doing too much too soon!

Recommendations:
• Try several different brands and styles before buying. The

flexibility and strap systems vary quite a bit and you will
likely have a preference.
• Sizing templates should be printed, and you should follow

the instructions of the vendor in terms of sizing; don’t just
read measurements or sizes and order blindly.
• Like any new activity, start slow and build over time.
• If you intend to run when it’s cold you’ll need to use socks

(toe or tabi socks will work for
sandals with toe posts).
Sandals I Use:
• Bedrock Cairn Pro
• Bedrock Cairn 3D
• Xero Genesis
• Luna Oso Flaco Winged Edition

*****
Scott is a SMAC member
from Belchertown.
Note the bureaucratic passive.
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Photos by Scott Burch and Ben Kimball.
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Far-Flung Fun Run

Running in the Azores
by Francia Wisnewski
About twelve days ago, I took a tumble in my house,
coming downstairs to let my dog out, so I am trying to give
my foot the well-deserved TLC. For many of us during these
days of quarantine, running is giving us a piece of mind. Since
this is not an option for me at the moment, there is always
reading about running, and writing about running.
Back in January, I started to train for the Vermont City
Marathon and have been focusing on getting back my good
running mojo. Around mid-February, my family and I visited
São Miguel Island in the Portuguese Azores. Since I’d started
my training, I was seeking ways to keep routine and continuity of training during our vacation time.
~~~~~~~
When the movie Dr. Strange came out in theaters, my
husband Mark and I went to go see it. After arriving home, he
tells me, “Wouldn’t it be great to visit Kathmandu?”

One night after work, Mark told me that he was chatting
with a friend about the Azores islands and how this place is so
inexpensive to travel and the current go-to place for many
tourists. So guess what I did next?...... Yes, I googled marathons in the Azores. To my disappointment, there were no
official races around in mid-February where I’d be able to collect my running “cash” (in medals).
I went to a Facebook page named “Visit the Azores” and
asked if folks knew about running clubs on the island of São
Miguel. My idea was to connect with running folks, talk about
running on the island, and maybe exchange running paraphernalia. People recommended I try the folks at a site called
www.runazores.com; we tried to get in touch but it didn’t
work, and quite frankly I was a tad relieved.

So I immediately went to my iPad and started to google
marathons in Kathmandu. Then I looked at him and said,
“Hey guess what!!!!! They have a marathon there!”

Although many people speak English on the island, many
others spoke only Portuguese, and because my language is
Spanish, I could get by but not quite enough. Another point is
that the island is a dormant volcano, so that means lots of
high-grade hills; I am sure that those runners were well seasoned in the hills.

He laughed and reminded me about how I make every
vacation running-related. He is absolutely right! Why would I
miss an opportunity to run the world?

Nevertheless, I built good strength in just ten days, and at
the end of the trip I was feeling like a mountain goat. We had
the most fantastic time and I was actually able to get my rou-

~~~~~~~
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tine in nice weather (back home, we were still
in deep snow). Without exaggeration, I was
logging daily miles in the teens between all
the hiking, running, and walking.
Our trip deal included a rental car, so it
was very easy to get around on the island.
There were many lovely small towns surrounded by a breathtaking greenery and
mountains right in the middle of the Atlantic.
We hiked every single day. São Miguel
has many lovely trails full of waterfalls and
interesting vegetation. There weren’t many
exotic animals, just wild hens on the trails, as
well as cattle, goats, and house dogs.
Our hotel was located on the Rotunda de
São Gonçalo, which was a street close to downtown. Running
down towards the ocean was very fun, and running back to
the hotel was quite a workout.
In the morning, while my family was asleep, I created
these running routes of 3 and 4 miles, going towards the
ocean and taking a right or left. I brought a water bottle and
music, that was enough to have delicious runs. On my way
back, I would reward myself with a nice small expresso “Um
café”), a rich shot of deliciousness. I learned that what I wanted was “Um garoto” which is a 50%-50% milk and sugar expresso. Life in the island seem to be surrounded by many
small cafes in their neighborhoods.
My sons have been vegetarian for almost ten years, and
we learned that it’s hard to find good vegetarian options on
the menu. The supermarkets have many great options,
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though. We stayed at a hotel where we couldn’t cook meals
on site, so my guys’ diet was based on fruits, nuts, and bread.
I saw a bunch of runners on the ocean site, and the island
always felt pretty safe overall. For folks interested in ultrarunning, there is a great race on the island of Faial (at least
there will be, when running becomes normal again).

I had a blast and was at a peak of happiness. I am not
sure if I will go back any time soon, but if you want to see hot
springs in the ocean, waterfalls, or liquor factories, or if you
like Portuguese food and like to run nearby volcanos, the
Azores islands is the place for you.
*****
Francia is a SMAC member from Turners Falls.
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My Marathon Monday
by Amy Rusiecki
On Friday April 17th, I finally connected with a local reporter who was doing an article about the Boston Marathon
being cancelled. He wanted to know, from someone on this
year’s starting list, how I was feeling. Until that phone call, I
don’t know that I had thought too much about it other than
the inevitable general disappointment that the race wasn’t
happening this spring. During that phone call, he asked if I
was doing anything to celebrate the day… and it set something in motion.

I’ve run the Boston Marathon 13 times prior, including
each of the past 10 years consecutively. I’ll never be someone who runs a super strong marathon; I typically start in the
second wave of starters at Boston and my time goal is simply
to qualify for the next year’s race. But, I grew up in eastern
Mass and remember watching the race each year as a kid. I
was in awe of everyone, from front-runners to the folks walking at mile 4. It was unbelievable — they were all running a
marathon, and that made them super-human in my book. My
biggest goal at every Boston is to slap high fives with as many
folks as I can along the way, truly taking in the experience,
and hoping to connect with some young girls who may grow
up to run in Boston themselves someday.
A day after my phone call with the reporter, I fired off an
email to a few friends that I’ve been training with during the
COVID crisis with the subject line “Crazy Idea?” I went on to
explain that it would be weird if I didn’t run 26.2 miles on
Marathon Monday. The more I thought about it, the more I
realized that this was how I had spent Marathon Monday for
over a decade now. It wasn’t simply about covering the distance between Hopkinton and Boston, it was about the celebration of running. It was about proving to my younger self
that I could accomplish amazing things also. It was to showing myself how far I’ve come as a runner and a person. And,
that annual tradition of 26.2 miles on Marathon Monday was
a tradition that I needed to continue.
So at 6 a.m. on Monday, April 20th, I set off to run 26.2
miles through the streets of Amherst. I found a roughly 8.5mile loop to run three times, and then planned to tack on any
additional distance needed at the end to complete my 26.2
mile journey. I was fortunate that I had company for each
lap, as my training buddies jumped in along the way to support me as I went.
The run was cathartic for me. It was nothing special, except that it was everything I needed that day. It gave me time
to reflect on many of my Boston experiences. I recalled run-
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ning in “the hot years” (2004 and 2012), finishing “the wet
years” (2015 and 2018), and my experience on the Boston
bombing year (2013). I told my friends about the year that I
ran, stride for stride, with Karin George and got to finish next
to my teammate and friend.
At times, I would look at my watch and recall what Boston experience I would be having at that mileage on the
course. I smiled as I passed mile 16 and thought about my
high school teammate Jen Manell who is always cheering for
me on the left-hand side and runs me up the Rte. 128 overpass. At mile 21 of my run, I recalled my first Boston Marathon experience and walking up Heartbreak Hill — and the
random stranger that walked beside me and got me to smile
and soldier on.
I finished my 2020 Marathon Monday run at the Amherst
High School parking lot, with my two friends by my side (each
staying at least 6-feet away, of course). They gave me an “air
high-five” and mimicked giving me a finisher medal. I stopped
my watch at 3:41, a solid time but not quite fast enough to
have qualified me for next year’s race (you know, if this were
anything that would actually count towards qualifying).

It was such a marked contrast to the finish line of Boston,
where the “right on Exeter, left on Boylston” is lined with enthusiastic cheering fans. Where the finishing stretch is endless, as you can see the finishing arch several endless minutes
before you reach it. Instead, my finish was with no fanfare, no
one cheering, and only the company of my two friends.
Still, I will hold my Marathon Monday experience this
year as close to my heart as all the previous years at Boston.
Regardless of where I was running, Boston was still in my
mind and inspiring my journey that day. I will remember not
only the miles around Amherst that represented this year’s
Marathon Monday, but also my running buddies who have
been my lifeline during COVID. And, I’ll remain grateful that I
kept the tradition alive for another year, despite the curveball
that COVID has thrown our way.
*****
Amy is a SMAC member from South Deerfield. She’s grateful
for the support of her training buddies Cortney Berling, Elena
Betke-Brunswick, Laura Christoph, Ruthie Ireland, and Jessica
Sproehnle in this effort, and says “the miles these ladies have
shared throughout COVID has kept us all sane, even as we run
in smaller subgroups and keep our physical distance.”
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SMAC Youth Track

Winter Youth Track
Photos by Sydney Henthorn

The 2019-2020 SMAC Winter Youth Track League.

The coaching team. L to R: Stephen Kerr, Julie Hillsamer (Smith senior), Frances Duncan (Smith senior), Piper Wiest (Smith student),
Kristin Loiko, Katie O’Dea (Smith student), Maggie Prentis (Smith junior), Sydney Henthorn, and Marc Patillo.
Not pictured: Ella Prince (Smith College) and Anthony Yim.
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Virtual Racing

The SMAC Mile Challenge

Running Together… Apart!

by Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger

by Tom Davidson

About 5 weeks ago I read a Facebook post that made a
big impression on me. It was written by my friend Sarah in
the UK. We were both in the same running club when I lived
there. Sarah is an ER nurse. She wrote about how her big-city
hospital was preparing to receive the first big wave of COVID
patients, and that she was scared. And she wrote that the 12hour shifts would not leave her much time for running. I
couldn’t imagine how terrified she must be, being exposed to
this virus day after day, having to watch people fight for their
lives. She would be powerless watching people die, and have
no time to even process the events. She wouldn’t be able to
escape for a run in the fresh air. We all know what running
can do, when life gets tough. It has saved me so many times.

As we started this time of social distancing and it became
clear that we would not be running races as usual, and that
life in our local area in general would also not be business as
usual, I thought maybe there was a way to help. I started Valley Virtual Running and set up a series of virtual races. I wasn’t sure if anyone would be up for it, but now, after four
events, runners have raised over $300 for local business!

Like so many people, I became aimless and unmotivated
that first week when we had to say goodbye to pretty much
all of our in-person work and social lives. But I couldn’t stop
thinking about Sarah in her scrubs, and my aimlessness evaporated. How could I even feel frustrated? I’m technically unemployed, so I can limit my contacts and stay safe, unlike
those essential workers who don’t have that luxury. The virus
has robbed me of many things, but in return, I get precious
time to spend how I want. No way was I going to waste this
time, while Sarah doesn’t have enough.
That was a turning point, and these past 4 weeks I’ve run
more than I ever have in my life. Not having the time to train
is just not an excuse anymore. I also started thinking about a
possible virtual time trial for SMAC, that could keep us all a
little bit together while we’re apart.
The Mile Challenge is a very simple concept: you run a
mile whenever and wherever you want, on track, trail, road,
or treadmill. You send John Reino your time and age by Sunday night, and on Monday the results are shared via e-mail,
Facebook, and the SMAC website.

The first week we had 30 runners, then 35, and this past
week 38! John Reino, Series director extraordinaire, collects
the results and ranks them in such a way that they show a
runner's improvement from week to week. He made it into a
real club challenge. We’re keeping track of our own running
and that of our clubmates, and there’s a sprinkle of competition added back to our running routines. Let’s keep it going.
Thank you, John, and thanks everyone for taking part!
*****
Laure is a SMAC member from Greenfield
and is currently the club’s vice president.
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What are these virtual races like? Each one I set up has
been a different distance or type of race. Entry fees are $5
and runners must run during a set time period and send the
results in when finished. So far, champion of the virtual running format has been SMAC’s own Eric Ciocca who topped
the leaderboard in the 5K, 5-miler and 5K Trail run. The most
recent event was the Virtual Cross-Country Team Race. The
race consisted of teams of three runners, each person doing a
5K distance. Teams were formed by people up and down the
valley and from coast to coast, even pitting families against
each other, all for a good cause. One team was made up of a
solo runner tackling 3 routes all on his own!
Enthusiasm for these events has been so great that they
will continue through the rest of the spring. All proceeds have
been spent on gift cards to businesses that in normal times
have been the source of prize donations to our races; now we
can give back some to them.
Runners want to run, and runners want to help. We may
not be able to toe the line side-by-side right now, but we can
still go Running Together… Apart.
*****
Tom is a SMAC
Board member
from Northampton.
Check out his club
member profile in
the now-legendary
2017 Annual!

Left: What running
looks like now.
Stay safe, each and
every one of you.
(Photo courtesy
Tom Davidson)
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The Running Life

Western Massachusetts Runners Hall of Fame Awards Dinner
by Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger
On March 7, 2020 Laure, Dawn Montague, and I arrived
at the Elks Club #902 in Holyoke for the first Western Massachusetts Runners Hall of Fame induction ceremony. The Elks
Club was the perfect venue for this event. It has hosted the
weekly Empire One cross-country races each summer, as well
as the annual Talking Turkey XC Run and many other running
events. Lots of running business has been conducted (and
post-run beer consumed) there over the years. The room was
packed, the event having sold out days before. Rich Clark,
one of the Board Members of the Hall Fame, said they’d been
worried about attendance, with only 30 people signed up
two weeks before. In the end they had to turn people away.
The crowd was a veritable Who’s Who of running in Western
Massachusetts, and SMAC was well represented by President
Dawn Montague, Board members David Martula, Laure Van
den Broeck Raffensperger, and myself, as well as several
members including Ericka Emerson (also a Board Member on

the Harriers) and of course Don and Sue Grant and their
daughter April. Did I miss any? Probably; it was a big crowd.
The Western Massachusetts Runners Hall of Fame first
came to life in 2019 after years of work by Rich Clark, David
Reinhart, Dawn Roberts, Don Towse, and Founding Board
Member Brian Goddu, who passed away in October of 2019.
The purpose of the Hall of Fame is to “recognize, honor and
record the history of those individuals (and teams, in some
cases) from the sports of road racing, cross country and track
who made a positive or impressive impact in these activities
while living in our region.” If that was the goal of the evening,
it was very successful.
After a fine meal, conversation, and drinks, Tom Derderian (one of the founding members of SMAC and now a lifelong
honorary member) shared his memories of running in West[Continued next page]

L-R: Sue and Don Grant, Dan Dillon, Peter Stasz, Dick Atkinson, Members of the Childs Family (Dennis Childs, Albert Childs,
Beverly Childs Barrett, and Christine Davenport), Carol L’Esperance, and Bill Harbilis (photo by T. Raffensperger).
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The Running Life
[Hall of Fame, continued from previous page]

ern Massachusetts since his time on the UMass cross-country
team and the formation of SMAC. Tom’s reputation for a
sharp wit and dry sense of humor did not disappoint. After
his speech, the awards were presented:
• Bill Harbilis
• Dan Dillon
• Nancy Conz
• Tommy Leonard
• Brian Goddu (Volunteer of the Year Award)
• Dick Atkinson
• Peter Stasz
• Carol L’esperance
• Don and Sue Grant
• The Childs Family

Rather than attempting to list the qualities for which
each inductee were honored, I’ll link to the Hall of Fame’s
profiles of awardees for 2020 here.
While all of the awards were well-deserved and the
presentations well-done, several stood out to me as a SMAC
member. The tribute to
Nancy Conz was very
moving, and Paul Conz
and his two sons Derek
and Jarryd accepted the
award on behalf of Nancy. Like many other relative late-comers to running in Western Massachusetts, I met Nancy at
the Northampton Running Store, now Marathon Sports. She was so
helpful and unassuming
and only later did I learn
of her significant achievements as a world-class marathon
runner. Nancy passed away in 2017 at age 59, and is greatly
missed by all who knew her.
Don and Sue Grant were also honored and cheerfully accepted their award, with Sue taking the opportunity to announce the date of the first Northampton 5K race of the season! Don and Sue were honored not only for 34 years of
weekly SMAC Northampton 5K cross country races in the
summer, but also for their extensive service to the running
community, volunteering at races up and down the valley.
Don’s role in saving SMAC in 1977 when many board members left was also lauded. As a former president of SMAC, I’m
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particularly grateful for this. Without Don, our club might not
have made it.
Billy Harbilis’ tribute to Tommy Leonard was for me
among the most humorous and emotional presentations of
the evening. As I listened, I was reminded of the Car Talk
guys, Tom and Ray Magliozzi, and just a bit of Yogi Berra. I
never knew Tommy, and met Billy only that night. Both of
their achievements are too extensive to summarize here, but
runners in Western Massachusetts owe them both a great
deal. I’ll certainly never forget Billy, and am glad that Tommy’s memory was so well served.
Another presentation that stood out for me was that
of Carol L’esperance. Aside from her running achievements
(personal bests of 4:59.28 mile and a 35:50 10K, as well as
current record holder for 60+ Women in the Holyoke St. Patrick’s Day 10K), she is a strong advocate for women in athletics. Her comments on the transforming nature of Title IX
for female athletes made a big impression on me, highlighting
how far we have come in gender equality in running, and how
much more work remains.
As it turns out, this would be the last big running event
we would attend before the coronavirus hit, and it was a

great one! I’d like to thank the Board of the Western Massachusetts Runners Hall of Fame for an outstanding event and
much-needed project to honor the region’s rich history of
running and the people who have made it happen.
*****
Tom is a SMAC Board member from Greenfield
and was club president from 2016 to 2019.
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Flash SMAC

Five Years Ago This Spring… 2015 Photos by Ben Kimball

Jeff Hansen (L) and Bob Bezio (R) at the 2015 Ron Hebert Road Race.

Jackie Beaudreau Kinsey (L) and Kathie Williams (R) at Ron Hebert.

Ross Krause (L) and Grant Ritter (R) at the 2015 Seven Sisters race.

Francia Wisnewski and Lauren Cuniffe at the 2015 Ron Hebert race.

Mark Staples in Holyoke.

John Reino at the Hebert race.
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Miodrag Glumac at Hebert.

Aaron Stone in Holyoke.
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Upcoming Races

Upcoming Races and Events
Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region

The Future
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Parting Shot

Let’s hope we use this particular text emoji a lot less next year.

A proud member of

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2020

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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